ANTWERP

J OI N A W O R L D
OF OPPORTUNITIES
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Antwerp
Join a world of
opportunities
A POCKET-SIZED METROPOLIS
International & vibrant? Check. Innovative & creative? Check.
Friendly & multi-cultural? Check.
Antwerp has it all!
Located in the heart of Europe, this international metropolis is proud
to be home to Europe’s second largest port and the continent’s top
chemical cluster. Antwerp is also the diamond trade capital of the world
and Belgium’s favourite retail destination.

WITH A DRIVE FOR INNOVATION
Antwerp has a particularly strong track record in terms of innovation and trade.
The city’s historic urge to innovate has ensured that Antwerp has developed
into a gateway to one of the world’s most prosperous regions and is now home
to highly innovative businesses, more than 170 nationalities and a thriving
cultural scene. Today the city is stepping up its game, with digital innovation,
circularity and creativity forming the pillars on which
its future economy is built.
Discover the myriad opportunities that
innovative Antwerp has to offer your business.
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STRATEGIC LOCATION
IN EUROPE
1.1 The perfect gateway to Europe
and the rest of the world
Antwerp is located in the northern part of Belgium. That’s why
Antwerp is by far the best European gateway, close to all of the
major European industrial and consumer markets. The city offers
the fastest, cheapest and most suitable connections with the
European hinterland. Over 60% of European purchasing power
is situated within a tight 500-kilometre radius around Antwerp.
The city is the shortest route to European customers and industry.

BY AIR
Europe’s 10 largest airports are all easily accessible
from Antwerp. Brussels Airport, Belgium’s largest
international airport, is less than 35 minutes away.
Travel time to London, Paris, Frankfurt and Hamburg
is just one hour. Antwerp has its own flexible airport
close to the city centre with its short check-in times
and excellent location.

BY RAIL
Antwerp is very well connected by rail for the transport
of both goods and passengers. Antwerp lies right in
the middle of a large rail network that runs throughout Europe. This rail network has destinations ranging
from Spain to Norway and from Greece to Poland. Each
week 70 destinations are served in 19 countries. To
use this transport method as effectively as possible, all
terminals in the port of Antwerp are also linked to the
rail network. Freight trains carry not only containers,
but also bulk goods such as coal, sand and chemicals.
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TABLE DISTANCE IN KILOMETERS FROM ANTWERP, HAMBURG,
LE HAVRE AND VARIOUS PRODUCTION CENTRES
Antwerp

Hamburg

Le Havre

Rotterdam

Duisburg

179

378

615

223

Cologne

222

413

576

282

Frankfurt

413

489

771

475

Munich

780

769

1008

842

Lille

132

670

286

248

Paris

362

902

196

455

Strasbourg

491

701

683

593

Amsterdam

160

468

604

77

Basel

623

811

693

725

BY ROAD
Antwerp is literally surrounded by
motorways and thus easily accessible.
The motorways lead directly to our
neighbouring countries and possible
further destinations. The adjacent
table shows the distance in kilometres
from Antwerp, Hamburg, Le Havre
and Rotterdam to the various
production centres. As you can see,
closest to Antwerp.

Source: Port of Antwerp

BUSINESS

most of the production centres lie

BY SEA
Maritime transport is the basis of the
port of Antwerp´s success story. Via the
Scheldt river, seas and oceans, sea-go-

Europe

ing ships can find their way between
Antwerp

Antwerp and the farthest corners of the
world. Because absolutely no port is

North- and
Central-America

more centrally located in Europe than
Middle and
Far East

Antwerp, ships can already bring their
goods very close to customers.

South-America

Africa

Pacific region
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Central Station, ‘the Railroad Cathedral’
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Because of Antwerp’s central location
within Europe, the city connects your business

TOP 10 LARGE EUROPEAN CITIES AND REGIONS
OF THE FUTURE 2020/21 - CONNECTIVITY

to the world.
Rank

City

Country

connectivity in its fDi European Cities and Regions

1

Rotterdam

Netherlands

of the Future 2020/21 ranking, ahead of cities such as

2

Manchester

UK

companies in Antwerp are highly interconnected

3

Frankfurt

Germany

to the world.

4

Düsseldorf

Germany

5

Antwerp

Belgium

6

Valencia

Spain

7

Glasgow

UK

8

Sheffield

UK

9

Seville

Spain

10

Hamburg

Germany

fDi Intelligence, a specialized division of the Financial
Times, ranked Antwerp 5th best large city for

Glasgow and Hamburg. This position indicates that

Source: fDi European Cities and Regions of the Future 2020/20

1.2 Close to Brussels,
heart of Europe
Antwerp combines the best of all worlds: it’s home to

The European Customs Union is a unified market:

the busy port of Antwerp and its international trade

the market conditions in all 27 member states

opportunities; it’s the cultural capital of Flanders;

are identical, with free movement of goods, people

and is close to the administrative city of Brussels:

and capital throughout the EU. All goods go through

> The capital and beating heart of the European Union

import/export procedures only once, after which
they are free to move anywhere in the EU.

> The home of the NATO, with 25,000 lobbyists
and 1300 international HQs
> The world’s second most important location
for international media.
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2 BUSINESS & INNOVATION
POWERHOUSE
2.1 Antwerp and its economic power
The superb connectivity of Antwerp, together with the strong business-drive of its people, makes Antwerp a major
economic hub for over five centuries, boasting the second largest port in Europe with its biggest chemical cluster,
the world’s largest diamond centre and Belgium’s favourite retail destination.

N°2 PORT IN EUROPE
Antwerp has the second largest port in Europe.

N°1 INTEGRATED CHEMICAL
CLUSTER IN EUROPE

The port of Antwerp is the largest European port

The port of Antwerp hosts Europe’s biggest integrated

for conventional cargo and the second biggest

chemical cluster. The top 10 of the biggest chemical

European container port, offering the widest range

producers in the world are present in Antwerp,

of value added logistics and industrial services

this cluster attracts large international investments

compared to other European ports. Far inland location

from all over the world. Thanks to Antwerp’s

offers the fastest and cheapest connections with the

connectivity and high level of integration,

European hinterland, as well as ecological advantages.

companies work closely together.

> 5 billion euros of investments attracted
> 238 million tons goods handled in 2019
> High productivity of container handling,
with 40 moves per crane per hour
> 15 terminals specialising in breakbulk
300,000 m2 all weather terminal

> Biggest chemical producers in the world are
present in Antwerp, such as BASF.

> 7 steel service centres

> Exceptional level of integration, through
cooperation, pipelines and/or cositing

> 3 vehicle processing centres
> 6.15 million m² covered storage space
> 7.5 million m³ liquid bulk storage capacity
> 680,000 m³ polymers storage capacity
> 63,000 m² storage capacity life science &
healthcare (GDP certified)
> 90,000 pallet spaces refrigerated storage space
> Total port area 12.068 ha.

Source: Port of Antwerp
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> 1,000 km of pipeline in the Antwerp port area
> More than 48 different product pipelines
> Investments in the chemical industry in the
port of Antwerp have more than doubled from
2010 to 2016.
> Ineos announced the largest investment in the
European chemical industry in the last 20 years
in the port of Antwerp for 2024.

Source: Port of Antwerp; National Bank of Belgium; De Tijd

N°7 FASHION SCHOOL IN EUROPE

N°1 FAVOURITE RETAIL
DESTINATION IN BELGIUM

In the 1960s the Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp
established a fashion design programme. In the 1980s

On top of that, the city is a true retail paradise, being

the Antwerp Six graduated from this programme and

proclaimed Belgium’s favourite retail destination

achieved international fame. Since then Antwerp is on

by Belgian retailers thanks to its innovative city

the map of the international fashion business.

development and marketing approach (CBRE, Belgium
Retail Survey). Antwerp’s attractiveness is also due to
its diversity of shops, with elegant apparel from top
fashion houses, trendy boutiques, independent stores

> CEOWORLD magazine ranks the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts Antwerp number 13 in its ranking of
the best fashion schools of the world for 2020.

and ground-breaking concept stores, all within strolling
distance of each other. The Meir, the city’s busiest
shopping street, attracts 17 million shoppers annually.

> Fashionista.com includes the Royal Academy of
Fine Arts Antwerp in its top 25 fashion schools in
the world, which is as of 2019 listed in alphabetical order instead of a numerical ranking.
Business of Fashion also earmarks the fashion
design programme of the Royal Academy of Fine
Arts Antwerp as notable, both undergraduate
and graduate.

> 17 million shoppers annually on the city’s
busiest shopping street

> Besides independent designers such as Dries Van
Noten, also premium fashion brands such as
Essentiel Antwerp are internationally renowned.

> 60% of European purchasing power in 500 km
around Antwerp

> In Antwerp, there is a strong focus
on sustainable fashion.

> Dense and walkable area with a diversity
in shops

> And fashion also meets digital innovation
in Antwerp. Jasna Rok is the first FashionTech
design studio in Belgium.

> Tailored urban development in these areas
> High level of integration between retail and
food and beverage industry.

Source: CBRE, Belgium Retailer Survey 2018;
The Retail Factory; Port of Antwerp

N°1 DIAMOND TRADE CAPITAL
IN THE WORLD
Antwerp hosts the world’s biggest diamond trade
hub. More than 80% of all rough diamonds and 50% of
polished diamonds are traded on Antwerp’s diamond
exchanges. The diamond trade in Antwerp is standing
strong thanks to its unparalleled level of compliance
and transparency.

> 86% of all rough diamonds
in the world and 50% of all polished diamonds
in the world are traded in Antwerp.
> 1,600 registered diamond companies in Antwerp
> Diamond district is dense and safe.
> Neutral business climate
> Unparalleled level of compliance
and transparency.

Source: AWDC
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2.2 Antwerp’s innovation clusters
In addition to being an economic powerhouse for over five
centuries, Antwerp has also built a particularly strong track
record in terms of innovation. For years, the City of Antwerp
has been firmly committed to foster ecosystems for
innovation, bringing together capital, large and small
companies, and specialised knowledge institutions in the
areas of digital innovation, sustainable chemistry and creative
industries. No wonder fDi Magazine praised Antwerp in 2018
with an ‘award for encouraging innovation’.

ECOSYSTEM FOR DIGITAL INNOVATION
ECOSYSTEM FOR SUSTAINABLE CHEMISTRY
ECOSYSTEM FOR DESIGN SERVICES

These powerful ecosystems develop innovations for Antwerp’s traditional
business clusters such as its port and chemical industry, and help achieve new
successes in various societal domains such as mobility, health and safety.
This solid consumer base, together with strong ambitions and an open culture
of innovation, makes that Antwerp is the ideal launchpad for innovative
companies in Europe.

SUPERNOVA TECH FESTIVAL

INNOVATION AWARDS

Antwerp is a vibrant city and thus

Antwerp received the award for

the perfect home base for large

encouraging innovation from fDi

innovative events. SuperNova, for

Intelligence, a specialized division

instance, is the biggest tech festival

of the Financial Times, in 2018.

in Belgium, a 4-day event where

The city is marked on the same list

game-changers and businesses of

of innovative business cities such as

tomorrow meet and entrepreneurs,

Barcelona, Glasgow and Bogota.

professionals and creatives connect
to get inspired and empowered.
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MONTREAL

ECOSYSTEM FOR DIGITAL INNOVATION
Antwerp is currently home to the fastest-growing ecosystem in digital innovation in Flanders, developing into an
international reference in the fields of IoT and AI. In 2018, Antwerp had more than twice as many start-ups and scaleups as in 2012. These companies also create greater value. The amount of capital raised quadrupled over this period.
Therefore, it is the City’s priority to allow these start-ups to develop into scale-ups. Within 5 years, the City wants to
occupy a place in the European top 10 scale-up cities.

COPENHAGEN
ANTWERP
PARIS

Globalisation phase

STARTUP GENOME
The map above shows startup ecosystems in the world
in the ‘early globalisation phase’, researched by Startup Genome.
Antwerp is ranked as ‘early globalising ecosystem’, amongst
Montreal, Paris, Copenhagen and Sydney. It is a priority to allow

SYDNEY

these start-ups to develop into scale-ups. This confirms Antwerp’s
ambition to become a reference hub for Internet of Things (IoT)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Source: GSER by Startup Genome
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ANTWERP EXCELS IN THE FOLLOWING DIGITAL INNOVATIVE SECTORS
SMART LOGISTICS
The port of Antwerp has become a hotspot for innovation
in order to optimize its operations and provide an excellent environment for the maritime
and logistical companies in the port area with for example new technologies for power
supply and safety. In cooperation with Port XL and The Beacon, the Port wishes to help
promising logistics start-ups develop and flourish.

INDUSTRY
The chemical industry in the port, together with companies like Umicore, Atlas Copco or
Agfa-Gevaert and numerous SME’s assure a solid industrial basis in Antwerp. Industrial
companies are entering a new era in introducing Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence.

E-HEALTH
The incubator for e-health, BlueHealth Innovation Center (BHIC), owes its existence in
part to Antwerp, which blazed the trail with BlueHealth Antwerp. BHIC accompanies – in
Antwerp, from StartupVillage – fledgling entrepreneurs from idea through start-up to
growth and internationalisation. The BlueHealth Innovation Fund invests capital in the
most promising companies.

SAFETY
Safety, both in the digital and real world, and viability, climate, air quality, etc. are important challenges for both city and port. The Beacon houses companies focusing on developing innovations for these challenges.

SMART MOBILITY
Smart mobility is a key aspect of the City of Antwerp’s smart city policy. The website ‘Smart
Ways to Antwerp’ assists people to find the best way to get to Antwerp. It’s a centre for
innovative mobility solutions.
The latest project is ‘Smart highways’: the city, Flanders and imec work together on automatic communication between cars in case of incidents on the road.

MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
One of the biggest infrastructure projects in Europe is ‘The Big Link’. Construction supervisor Lantis – a resident of The Beacon – is in the heart of this project. Lantis will cooperate
with intendant Alexander D’Hooghe and his Urban Lab, which is connected to renowned
MIT in the US, to bring as much innovation as possible in this major infrastructure project.
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The Beacon is a business and innovation hub
for leading companies in the Internet of Things
(IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Technological corporations, innovative
startups, scaleups and top researchers gather at
The Beacon to create and develop strong products
for industry, logistics and smart cities.
Companies such as Engie, Orange, NxtPort are
already part of the ecosystem.
The Beacon is a realisation of the City of Antwerp,
imec, Port of Antwerp, Lantis, the University of
Antwerp and the technology federation Agoria.
Together these partners offer access to a strong
industrial and logistics network of potential
customers, investors and researchers.
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CLUSTER SUSTAINABLE CHEMISTRY
Antwerp’s dedication to innovation is just as tangible in digital innovation as it is in sustainability.
The city is rapidly developing into a hub for sustainable chemistry, 1 on 3 companies active in cleantech in Flanders
being located in Antwerp. With a high level of collaboration and integration between major companies in the harbour
and chemistry, knowledge and research institutions and local government, Antwerp is building an ecosystem
with international appeal.

ANTWERP EXCELS IN THE FOLLOWING SECTORS
AVOIDANCE AND RECUPERATION OF WASTE
Antwerp has a rich and highly diversified ecosystem of specialised waste processing companies ranging from mass processing, via processing of organic/biological waste, ship waste,
hazardous/toxic waste to metals. In 2019, the Corporate Knights research division ranked
Antwerp company Umicore as the seventh most sustainable company in the world.
Indaver, a Europe-wide company offers integrated solutions to Belgian industries and
authorities. With Total Waste Management, they offer sustainable total solutions to
industries and with Public Waste Partnerships they provide tailor made services to
Belgium’s public authorities.

PROCESS OPTIMISATION
The entire chain of technical contractors is available in the proximity of the Antwerp cluster.
This goes from EPC companies over process optimisation specialists to heavy lifting and
periodic or daily maintenance (MRO, asset integrity management). Mechanical, piping,
electrical & instrumentation and safety equipment; risk analysis, environmental control and
waste processing; every specialism is present.

WATER- AND HYDROGEN RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
At the moment Antwerp is researching opportunities for the development of a new hydrogen
niche/cluster, beholding strong potential considering the presence of the port.
The Port of Antwerp has seven sea locks. The Kallo lock runs on hydrogen power thanks to a
hydro turbine that generates electricity from water. If this ‘Hydropower’ pilot project is successful, considerations will be made whether the other sea locks can become energy neutral
in the longer term.

Source: Indaver
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MAJOR PROJECTS IN SUSTAINABLE CHEMISTRY
> Blue Gate Antwerp
A climate-neutral business park reserved exclusively
for innovative companies that are committed to linear
growth through the use of circular operations.
> BlueApp
This pre-incubator is an open innovation and training
hub for potential entrepreneurs and innovators from
knowledge institutions, large and smaller industries.
> BlueChem
This incubator is a unique partnership between
industry, government and knowledge institutions that
helps growth companies to develop. The focus is on
sustainable innovations for the chemistry of the future.
> Churchill Industrial Zone
A multimodal site near the Churchill dock in the Port
of Antwerp. It will be setting an example by giving the
Circular Economy a pivotal role in its operations.

BlueChem at the business park Blue Gate Antwerp
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ECOSYSTEM FOR DESIGN SERVICES
As an international hub of trade and innovation, Antwerp also enjoys a longstanding tradition in design. From cutting
edge masters and cultural entrepreneurs in the 16th century, to avant-garde fashion designers and creative service
providers nowadays, creativity is in our DNA. With 1 on 10 business establishments being creative businesses in Antwerp, the city offers the ideal ecosystem for creative companies to flourish and grow internationally.

ANTWERP EXCELS IN THE FOLLOWING SECTORS
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Creative Industries thrive in Antwerp. This community of innovators helps other companies
to better design and rethink their products, processes and services. An invaluable source of
innovation for the broader economy, in Antwerp and beyond.

FASHION & JEWELLERY DESIGN
From the famous ‘Antwerp Six’ in the 1980’s, to cutting-edge fashion tech and jewellery
designers nowadays, Antwerp is internationally praised for its avant-garde design scene.

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
Antwerp is rising up as a media & entertainment hub in Europe. Thanks to the large number
of companies and related investors in the city, and the opening of a dedicated area close to
Central Station (‘Mediasquare’), Antwerp is the future city to watch in this field.

MAJOR PROJECTS IN DESIGN SERVICES
> ANTWERP. POWERED BY CREATIVES (APBC)
APBC is a community of creative professionals linking creative business in Antwerp, exemplary in its kind. Creative talent
knows no boundaries, so crossovers between creatives from various sectors are important for Antwerp as a cultural hotbed.
> Us by Night
Antwerp is also the home base of numerous (networking) events where creativity and entrepreneurship are central in a
digital world. For example, Us by Night is a three day design and creativity festival where talented artists from around
the world gather every year.
> Fashion Hub
The city of Antwerp is currently exploring the possibilities for starting a fashion hub for up-and-coming designers and fashion
related businesses, along with other partners such as the Antwerp Fashion Department of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts,
Antwerp’s Fashion Museum MoMu and many others.
> Development of Mediaplein close to Central Station
Mediaplein (‘Mediasquare’) is the new hub for media & entertainment in Antwerp. This new development location, right
next to Central Station, recently became the new home base of DPG Media, Belgium’s major multimedia company active
in Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark.
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Royal Academy of Fine Arts

19

Flanders Meeting and Convention Center Antwerp
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3 ANTWERP IS OPEN
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
3.1 Business-friendly investment climate
Antwerp has been a business hotspot for over five centuries. All administrations actively contribute to its businessfriendly investment climate: the Belgian federal government, the Flemish regional government as well as the
Antwerp city council. Antwerp was ranked 2nd best large city for fDi strategy in 2020, surpassing cities such as
Manchester, Hamburg and Lyon.

On behalf of a EU survey 69% of respondents state they are happy or very happy with governmental
efficiency & services. This places Antwerp in the top five of the 78 surveyed cities.
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Luxembourg (LU)

21

Antwerp

56

14

London

49

10

Brussels
Rotterdam
Lille

13

47

13

45

3

8
11

23

9
9
11
9

31

14
27

39
28

strongly agree

20

27

41

10

Hamburg

8

27

45
10

Munich

20

24

48

7

Paris

6

30

7

47
somewhat agree

3

19

52

9

Amsterdam

16

48

11

Strasbourg

Berlin

57

14

somewhat disagree

strongly disagree

Source: Eurostat, Quality of life in cities, 2015

The City of Antwerp acts in constant synergy with the private

of multinationals and SME’s that has developed over the

sector and is actively involved in developing ecosystems and

course of centuries, where partnerships and production

business clusters for innovation, technology and industry.

chains are easy to form.

Setting up shop in Antwerp means plugging into a network
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3.2 Investment support
Taxes, supplementary incentives
Flanders has created a business-friendly climate for companies
that settle in the region, thanks to a combination of company-friendly policies, innovative knowledge institutes, good
infrastructure, and a talented labour market.

WHICH INVESTMENT SUPPORT
FOR SETTING UP A BUSINESS IN ANTWERP?
GRANTS AND INCENTIVES
Various grants and incentives for strategic transformation projects,
eco-friendly projects, R&D projects, and many other project types.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Funding options include:European funding, crowdfunding, WIN-WIN
loans, bank and non-bank financing, venture capital and mezzanine
financing.

TAX INCENTIVES
This includes innovation tax incentives for R&D projects, corporate
income tax reform, gradual reduction of the corporate income tax rate,
Notional Interest Deduction, and benefits for companies with a headquarter in Flanders.

SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVES
For starting companies, R&D personnel.

LEGAL CERTAINTY
Trade-friendly customs legislation, extensive business and intellectual
property protection, clear-cut environmental regulations, and clear
business legislation.
Antwerp has a strong financial sector. As well as being home to the head
offices of important Belgian private, consumer, institutional and business
banks (including Argenta, Bank Degroof Petercam, Bank Delen and Bank Van
Breda), Antwerp also houses subsidiaries of major multinational banks and
other renowned financial institutions like Econopolis and fintech companies
like Winwinner.

Visit flandersinvestmentandtrade.com/invest/en/investing-in-flanders
for more information.
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3.3 Competitive pricing
Looking for a home for your business? Antwerp offers some of the lowest prices per square metre for offices, logistical
and industrial space and retail locations – outshining nearby cities such as Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London and Paris.

OFFICE SPACE

RETAIL PRICES

> Total office space: 2,200,000 m²

There are over one million square metres

> Number of work spaces: 1,300

of retail space in Antwerp. Frictional vacancy amounts to

> Rental price: 75 – 160 EUR/m²

some 85,000 m2, which means there is ready availability
for new investors. Rental prices for a triple A location

2,200,000 m²

averages around 1,850 EUR/m²

85,000 m2

INDUSTRIAL SPACE

COWORKING SPACES

+/- 760 hectares of the City of Antwerp are developed

In addition, Antwerp has a lot to offer in terms of

or have development potential for industry and logistics.

coworking and maker spaces. Coworking spaces offer

The upper rental limit for industry is 57 EUR/m² per

flexible office solutions where you can host meetings

year, while for logistics the upper rental limit stands

and easily network with other entrepreneurs. A maker

at 48 EUR/m² per year.

space is a creative place where you can make use

±760 hectares

of available machines and techniques.
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3.4 Highly educated and multilingual talent
Future talent feels at a home in Antwerp. The city welcomes more than 50,000 students annually to its numerous institutions of
higher education. Talent that is preparing itself for international careers in diverse, often unique, domains of Antwerp’s economy,
including logistics, fashion and technology.
Antwerp differentiates itself with its unique concentration of study programmes within a relatively small area. Within a 204 km² radius,
students can choose from more than 200 study programmes offered by the institutions of higher education based in the city, in various
disciplines such as economy, history, medical sciences and much more. However, what makes Antwerp extra special is the additional
range of (often internationally) renowned programmes in specific knowledge domains related to the clusters of the Antwerp economy.

A SELECTION FROM THE RANGE:
Sector

Educational programme or course

University or University College

Port and logistics

Academical programme Nautical Sciences
and the professional programme Marine Engineering

Antwerp Maritime Academy

Sustainable chemistry

Bioscience Engineering programme

University of Antwerp

Course ‘from rough to brilliant’

Organised by the Fonds voor Diamantnijverheid,
HRD Antwerp, Antwerp World Diamond Centre,
City of Antwerp and the Flemish Employment
and Vocational Training Agency

Postgraduate programme in ‘Internet of Things’

University of Antwerp, University of Ghent
and Free University of Brussels

IoT technician training

Artesis Plantijn University College (AP)

Creative Technologies and Entrepreneurship programme

Karel De Grote Hogeschool

Fashion programme

Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp –
Artesis Plantijn University College (AP)

Master in International Fashion Management

Antwerp Management School

Product development

Product Development

University of Antwerp
Institute for Tropical Medicine

Health

Several programmes specialised in infectious diseases
and healthcare in developing countries
Nursing programme

Artesis Plantijn University College (AP)

Diamonds

Digital innovation

Fashion

Thanks to these study programmes, the Antwerp region benefits from a large pool of highly trained and specialised talent that helps
shape the future of the Antwerp economy. Managers within companies often recognise a flexible, internationally-focused mentality
among the talent in Antwerp that, combined with their multilingualism and good training, enables them to perform well in an increasingly dynamic, global context. Entrepreneurial talent also has every opportunity to flourish at an early stage in Antwerp. For example,
TAKEOFFANTWERP, an initiative organised by the Antwerp University Association, City of Antwerp, Chamber of Commerce VOKA and
student organisation SYNC, offers various forms of support to starters, including a specific status as a ‘student entrepreneur’.
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3.5 Excellent quality of life
The population of Antwerp is on the rise: in recent years, plenty of young families have been flocking to the inner city, boosting
new urban developments all over town. And they know exactly why they’re doing it: Antwerp is the region’s cultural capital, with
the Sportpaleis proudly sitting in eight’ place worldwide on the list of best selling arena venues. Nightlife is vibrant too, with
plenty of theatres, more restaurants and bars than you can ever visit in your life and some stunningly brilliant museums.

HIP AND HISTORIC
Like no other city, Antwerp combines its rich history with forward thinking. Antwerp is always one step ahead. And that’s been the
case for centuries: inspired thinkers like Peter Paul Rubens and printing partners Plantin and Moretus set the tone for Antwerp innovation avant la lettre. A trend that is still being felt today.

CULTURAL HUB
In Antwerp, culture is there for the taking. Not only because of the numerous museums, churches, theatres, cinemas and galleries.
Anyone who just takes one brief look at the city will immediately see its architectural richness: legacies of the Golden 16th Century,
such as the Market Square, but also progressive examples of architecture, such as the Palace of Justice, deSingel of Port House by
Zaha Hadid Architects.

A GREAT PLACE TO RAISE CHILDREN
On top of all this, Antwerp is a great place to raise children. Flemish education ranks among the best in Europe, local sport clubs are
open to everyone and with every passing month, several kilometers of bike lane are added to the already bike-friendly inner streets
of the city. Buying or renting a place in Antwerp is also cheaper than in most European cities.

VISIT ANTWERP
Tourists from around the world find their way to Antwerp.
After all, in Antwerp there is always something going on:
festivals, markets or sporting events. An evening out can
be spent enjoying the gastronomic creativity or enjoying
one of the many Belgian beers while relaxing on a terrace.
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ANTWERP

JOIN A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNITIES
CONNECT WITH US:
BUSINESSINANTWERP.EU
INVEST@ANTWERPEN.BE

